
Sermon for 12.10.17 “Wilderness Beasts and the Desolate Places” Faith Lutheran Church 

 

Texts Isaiah 40. 1-11; Mark 1.1-8 

 This year we’ll get two shots at this story of John the Baptist: this week from Mark’s 

perspective and next week from the Gospel of John.  Both times it will be the same basic story, 

but my hope is to tease out very different themes from these stories in the sermons for today and 

next week. 

 What struck me for this week is the whole geography of the deal.  In both our Old 

Testament and Gospel lessons we hear about a voice crying out in the wilderness.  And in 

Mark’s gospel we’re told that John the baptizer appeared in the wilderness, proclaiming a 

baptism of repentance for forgiveness of sins in the Jordan River.  And what occurs to me here is 

the connotations of these locations for those listening; those coming out to him. 

 The wilderness was not—for these people—a rustic place where they could get away 

from the rush and rumble of their daily lives for a little rest and relaxation.  The wilderness was a 

place that was loaded with historical significance and concrete dangers.  Moses had led the 

Hebrew slaves through the wilderness on their way to the Promised Land.  The wilderness was 

that lonely place that was filled with wild beasts and bandits and demons.  It was the wilderness 

where winds howled and storms arose without a moment’s notice; it was where people were lost 

and never found again; where there was no shelter, where food was scarce, where evil lurked.   

 Perhaps you remember that the Children of Israel followed Moses through that 

wilderness for 40 years—40 years—before they came to the edge of the Promised Land... And 

what was the boundary they crossed to enter it?  It was the Jordan River. 

 And now, centuries later the people had become accustomed to the cities and towns of 

their Promised Land.  Now they had grown accustomed to the amenities of shelter and farms and 

city walls and safety... maybe even a bit of luxury.  Now they had lost their taste for the 

wilderness, they’d lost the sense of where they had once wandered and why they’d needed God’s 

saving grace in the first place.  And John calls these people out of their great cities and small 

towns, back to the wilderness, where they could clearly see who they had become in this 

Promised Land—who they are now—how they’d turned the Promised Land into a wilderness, 

and how very much they need God’s saving grace today. 

 There’s a problem with living in the Promised Land... it doesn’t take too long before you 

start to think you created it, you made it—it’s the work of your own hands and you’re entitled to 

it—and not long after that happens you start living like a beast—living like a demon—and you 

turn even the Promised Land around you into a wilderness.  You start treating others as if they 

don’t matter except for in how they make your own life more comfortable in your Promised 

Land.  You treat people as commodities, you use them, you don’t bat at an eye at the thought that 

it’s only through their sacrifice that your life remains cushy.  So what if they earn only a pittance 

to sew my fancy clothes?  I deserve that.   So what if they give up the land they once used to 

farm a variety of crops to provide for their families in order to plant just one crop so the rich in 

far off places don’t have to go without fresh strawberries in January?  I deserve that too.  So what 

if our lifestyles pollute the land, air, and waters we all share and condemn their children—as well 

as our own—to a tarnished and poisoned planet?  So what if the privileged treat the poor with 

contempt; if powerful men harass and misuse and abuse women and young girls; so what if we 

worship money and lust after money and are willing to lie, cheat and steal—and twist every 

known law and moral expectation—in order to gather “our fair share of money”... and a whole 

lot more if we had our preferences. 

 Of course, it’s just about impossible for those of us living in the Promised Land to 

recognize what we’ve become.  We think of the beasts and demons as living only out there 
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across the boundaries of civilization—across the Jordan if you will—out there in the wilderness.  

It would never occur to us that we might drag the wilderness with us wherever we go.  

 But we do, don’t we?  Because the wilderness really isn’t so much a place, and it really 

isn’t so much the things that happen to us in this life.  The wilderness is a state of being, a way of 

being... it’s who we are, and what we do, and how we feel, and how we treat one another.   And 

maybe John had to call these people out of the Promised Land to the edge of the physical 

wilderness so they could contemplate the fact that this is where they now belong because this is 

who they have become.  Maybe he needed to call them out to the wilderness so they could 

contemplate the fact that they had brought that wilderness into the Promised Land with them... 

and it was time to see that—name it and claim it—and repent of it and fall down before the Lord 

our God as they once had and say “Come Lord, we’ll follow you if you lead, save us—save our 

families and save our neighbors—from the wilderness that we’ve become. 

 Save us from the beasts we’ve become... save us from the greed and lust and pride that 

are the deepest hungers we know.  Save us from the drives that torment us and send us out in 

hunt of others to victimize and prey on.  Save us from the demons we’ve become, addicted to the 

pleasure of the moment, always searching for others to drag into our addictions with us.  Save us 

from the storms we’ve become, who vent our rage, our ambition, and our selfishness, on the 

weak and helpless who have no shelter in the wilderness that we are. 

 Look around this Promised Land today... it’s so easy to see the beasts and demons in 

those in high places—the lies, the corruption, the despicable actions and the thinly-veiled denials 

and deceptions used to cover-up and excuse themselves so that they can keep their power and 

privilege.  It’s so easy to see that in them and point to them as the beasts... 

 But we are the beasts here as well... when we are complacent we are complicit.  When we 

allow the alpha-beasts to prey on the poor, we prove nothing but the fact that we are the weakest 

members of the pack.  So long as we’re willing to scavenge and devour the scraps from their 

kills—even as we’re un-willing to openly challenge their morals and their tactics—we’re 

showing the world that we are made of the same stuff, the same DNA runs through our blood; 

we are beasts of the wilderness, not people of the Promised Land. 

 And we too need to be saved.  We need to hear the Baptist’s call and go out to that quiet 

place where we can see ourselves for who we are.  We need to repent— we need to open our 

hearts and minds to the truth that we are not people fit for the Promised Land.  We need to line 

up along the wilderness edge of the Jordan river and once again  face the Land of Promise—the 

land of peace and hope and justice for all—and recognize that if this is what we dream of—if this 

is what we desire—the only way to get there is to wade out into the Jordan’s waters confessing 

our sins and begging God to wash us clean once again. 

 We need to ask God to wash away all the filth of the wilderness that clings to us—the 

filth that we secretly love—all the temptations and wild desires and savage impulses—whether 

they’re disguised beneath the civilized frills of polite society or not.  We need to ask God to 

prepare a way in us, to turn the wilderness that we are into a straight highway, a smooth path, a 

safe place for ourselves and others.  And we need to ask God to come to us once again, to meet 

us today, in the wild places of our being, and fill the valleys and move the mountains that stand 

between us and the Promised Land... that we might become a part of the pathway of God as God 

comes to others in their wilderness. 

 May we heed John’s call and gather at the River on the edge of the wilderness, ready to 

repent and be cleansed through God’s gracious gift of love.  That those we had once victimized 

and trod upon would know the hope of a Promised Land in which all might live forever free of 

fear of the wilderness beasts and the desolate places.  Amen.  


